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Statistics of Operationally Defined Homonyms of Elementary Words*
by L. L. Earl, B. V. Bhimani, and R. P. Mitchell
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Palo Alto, California
This computerized study of the homonyms of elementary words (roughly
equivalent to monosyllabic words) has allowed the compilation of exhaustive lists of homonym sets, using phonetic transcriptions from five
different dictionaries. Of the 5,757 elementary words, 2,966 were involved in at least one homonym set, indicating that homonyms will present a significant problem in mechanized word recognition. The effects
on the homonym sets of changing from the phonetic transcription of one
dictionary to another were tabulated, as were the effects of removing
dialectal pronunciations. Since the effects of dialectal variations turned
out to be relatively small, it was possible to categorize and list for study
the actual words whose dialectal pronunciations caused homonym-type
confusion with other words.

Introduction
In 1919 Robert Bridges published an essay on homonyms as Tract II of the Society for Pure English in
which he compiled lists of words that are pronounced
alike but have "different origin and signification." His
lists, drawn from the entire language, contained 835
entries comprising 1,775 words, which led him to the
propositions that homonyms are a nuisance and that
English is exceptionally burdened with them. He proposed also that homonyms are self-destructive and tend
to become obsolete, a proposition which may be questioned in the light of the number of homonyms discovered in our investigations.
Words that are pronounced the same but have different spellings and meanings, variously called either
"homonyms" or "homophones," are of even more practical interest today than in 1919, because automatic
handling of spoken languages will require distinguishing among them. Our results indicate that over half
the one-syllable words in English are homonyms according to at least one dictionary, showing certainly
that homonyms are a significant class of words. Because we have been able to use automatic processing
in working with more than one dictionary, we believe
our studies are also helpful in providing insight into
phonetic transcription systems.
Method of Compilation
We have undertaken an exhaustive compilation of
homonym sets among elementary words from five dictionaries which give phonetic transcriptions. A homonym set is defined here as a set of different orthographic forms having an identical phonetic transcription in a specified dictionary. We did not investigate
* This work was supported by the Independent Research Program
of Lockheed Missiles and Space Company.
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either meaning or origin. Any member of a homonym
set is called a "homonym." Elementary words, defined
by J. L. Dolby and H. L. Resnikoff,1 are roughly equivalent to one-syllable words, differing only because of
simplifications made in the recognition of one-syllable
words from the orthographic form. (For example, a
final e was not regarded as a syllabic vowel except under special circumstances, and as a consequence, a
small set of words like he, be, we, etc., are not included in elementary words although they are onesyllable words.) The elementary words provide a set
of words sufficiently small so that it is practical to
undertake an exhaustive automatic compilation, yet
they are a particularly significant set for two reasons:
(1) the frequency of occurrence of homonyms is much
greater in elementary than in multisyllable words; and
(2) most of the occurring variations in syllabic spelling
show up in elementary words.
The five dictionaries2-6 used in this study will be referred to by the following abbreviations.
MW3—Webster's Third New International Dictionary of the
English Language;
KK— A Pronouncing Dictionary of American English, by
Kenyon and Knott;
ACD— The American College Dictionary;
JON— Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary, by
Daniel Jones;
SOX— The Shorter Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles.

SOX and JON represent speech patterns in Great
Britain; sometimes variant British pronunciations are
given in JON. The other three dictionaries represent
speech patterns in the United States: ACD represents
the midwestern speech pattern, with occasional variant pronunciations given; KK presents separately the
pronunciation of words in eastern, southern, and midwestern "dialects"; and MW3 presents speech in re-

gions considered by KK and also in regions of New
York City (e.g., Brooklyn and the Bronx) and in regions of the south where the "el" sound is dropped.
The homonyms were derived separately for each
dictionary, so that differences in the phonetic symbology of the dictionaries did not cause any problems.
For each compilation, all 5,757 elementary words were
considered, even though each word did not appear in
all five dictionaries. (For missing words, probable pronunciations were used, suitably marked, as will be explained.) The homonym sets were derived automatically from the dictionaries on magnetic tape. In these
tape dictionaries each word appeared in its graphic
form, split into consonant and vowel strings, with its
phonetic transcription in code. A word with more than
one pronunciation occurred more than once. Each occurrence of the word was identified by dictionary
source and by class of dialect when applicable. Thus
for ACD, ACD1 indicated the standard midwestern
pronunciation, and ACD2 a variant. Table 1 gives the
meanings of all the codes used. Markers were added
to these codes to identify special cases of phonetic
transcriptions, which arose as follows.
TABLE 1
PHONETIC REPRESENTATION CODES
Code

Interpretation

JON 1 ... First pronunciation
JON 2 ... Second pronunciation
ACD 1 ... First pronunciation
ACD 2 ... Second pronunciation
101SK . . . Midwestern pronunciation
102SK . . . First variant pronunciation
103SK . . . East and South pronunciation
104SK . . . East pronunciation
105SK . . . Second variant pronunciation
106SK . . . Third variant pronunciation
107SK . . . Fourth variant pronunciation
101SW . . . Midwestern pronunciation
102SW . . . First variant pronunciation
103SW . . . Boston R-dropper pronunciation
104SW . . . Brooklyn R-dropper pronunciation
105SW . . . L-dropper pronunciation
106SW . . . Second variant pronunciation
107SW . . . Third variant pronunciation
108SW . . . Fourth variant pronunciation
109SW . . . Fifth variant pronunciation
20XSW . . . Consonant variant pronunciation
on the 10X pronunciation of
20XKK . . . Consonant variant pronunciation
on the 10X pronunciation of

Dictionary
JON
JON
ACD
ACD
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
MW3
KK

Instead of transcribing phonetics from the dictionaries, an algorithm (about 93 per cent accurate) was
used which automatically generated the phonetic form
or forms for each dictionary from the graphic form.
The generated forms were manually checked three
times against the dictionaries, and errors were corrected. Corrected words were marked with a D indi-
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cator, for example, the code 101DK is equivalent to
101SK, except that this pronunciation was not derived
algorithmically. The phonetic representations of words
missing from a given dictionary could not be directly
checked, however, and were marked with an N indicator if the algorithm had functioned correctly in deriving the SOX phonetics of that word, or an M indicator if the algorithm had given incorrect results on
the SOX dictionary, in which case the probable error
had been corrected. Thus, the M indicator is almost
equivalent to an N + D marker. The algorithms for
generating phonetic transcriptions and the correction
procedures are completely described in an unpublished
manuscript by Bhimani and Mitchell.7
Phonetic transcriptions were generated by algorithm
because the homonym study grew out of the more
general study described,7 and was designed to meet
its requirements. To make a meaningful study of the
relationship between orthographic and phonetic forms,
it seemed desirable to work with the entire set of data
available in the dictionaries chosen. Since there is quite
a discrepancy among the dictionaries in the words
listed, and in the dialect pronunciations given for
words, the algorithmic method of deriving the phonetic
codes is the only one in which all the words can be
utilized. (If only words common to all dictionaries are
used, the data set is cut roughly in half.) Also, the
algorithmic method is easier in that it is difficult for
keypunchers to interpret the phonetic markings of a
dictionary. Thus, keypunching would be expensive, and
many more corrections would be necessary. Since the
generated forms were carefully checked, no bias will
have been introduced by using the algorithm for phonetic forms which are spelled out by the dictionaries.
Also, since the algorithm shows a 93 per cent accuracy
in assigning phonetic codes which can be checked with
the dictionary, it is reasonable to expect that the use
of phonetic codes which cannot be checked will not
introduce more than about a 7 per cent error. (Actually, the error can be expected to be less than 7 per
cent in view of the elaborate checking and comparing
programs which were used.7
Once the words with their phonetic transcriptions
and dictionary codes were on tape in the format just
described, homonym compilation was merely a matter
of sorting or grouping words with the same phonetic
transcriptions. Figure 1 shows part of a page from one
of the homonym printouts. The first three columns
give the graphic form split into consonant and vowel
strings; the next three columns give the code for the
phonetic representation; and in the final column, the
numbers indicate the dialect represented, and the letters indicate the dictionary source (in this figure, Kenyon and Knott3) and the algorithmic derivation of the
phonetic representations. A blank line separates the
homonym sets.
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Discussion of Results
The number of sets and number of total words involved in homonym sets differ considerably from dictionary to dictionary, and a word may be in a homonym set according to one dictionary's phonetic representation but not according to another. The statistics
of the homonym sets in each of the five dictionaries
are given in Table 2 and Figure 2. (Note the 10 to 1
TABLE 2

NUMBER OF HOMONYM SETS IN FIVE DICTIONARIES
TOTAL NUMBER OF SETS
NUMBER OF WORDS
IN A SET
MW3
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1,889
380
99
18
9
1
1
0
1

KK
1,402
268
55
11
5
1
0
1
0

ACD JON

SOX

717
133
33
4
2
0
1
0
0

661
117
27
3
0
0
0
0
0

727
142
31
8
0
0
1
0
0

change in scale in Fig. 2 between sets of three and
sets of four.)
When the discrepancies among dictionaries turned
up, a program was written to show for each word
which phonetic transcriptions gave rise to homonym
sets. Figure 3 is a sample page of the output (hereafter called the "homonym comparison tables") from
this program. It indicates that the word fon is involved in a homonym set only according to the standard MW3 pronunciation, yet the word forte is involved
in six MW3 homonym sets, four KK sets, one JON set,
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one ACD set, and no SOX set. In general, SOX has the
fewest homonyms, indicating perhaps that the SOX
phonetic transcription is finer. Of course SOX gives
only one pronunciation while the others give variants,
which will reduce the number of homonyms for SOX.
Still, there appear to be quite a few words for which
the JON1, ACD, 101SK, and 101SW pronunciations all
give rise to homonyms while the SOX pronunciation
does not. The total number of words in the homonym
comparison table is 2,966, showing that 2,966 of the
5,757 elementary words are in a homonym set according to at least one dictionary. Thus, the homonym
comparison table shows that over 50 per cent of the
elementary words can be considered ambiguous in
their spoken form. For about 50 per cent of these
words, there is disparity among the dictionaries in
homonym membership.
Before exploring the possible reasons for the disparity in homonym sets, some possibilities can be
eliminated. Since these dictionaries were published at
approximately the same time, and since it is generally
recognized that their contents are periodically updated, historic vowel changes are not expected to cause
discrepancies. Also, vowels which are consistently pronounced one way according to one dictionary, and another way (but always the same other way) according
to a second dictionary, will affect the homonym compilation very little. For example, break and brake are
homonyms whether the vowel is given a British pronunciation as indicated by "b r e i k" in JON or an
American pronunciation as indicated by "b r e k" in
KK. The following list gives the phonetic symbols for
this sound from each of the five dictionaries and the
corresponding code used for machine purposes. (JON
and KK use the International Phonetic Alphabet.)
SOX

bre'k

BRE1419K

JON

breik

BREIK

ACD

brāk

BRA4K

KK

brek

BREK

MW3

brāk

BRA4K

Thus, consistent changes from dialect to dialect will
not cause significant discrepancies in homonyms.
Variant spellings given in some dictionaries will result in "extra" homonyms from a semantic point of
view. Such "extra" homonyms do not, however, account for discrepancies among dictionaries because all
of the words were used in the study of each dictionary,
and the same extra homonyms would be expected in
each compilation. Moreover, variant spellings were noticed during the three manual checks of the dictionaries, but their number seemed so small that it was
not considered serious enough to warrant isolation.
What then will cause discrepancies from dictionary
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FIG. 3.—Entries from the homonym comparison table
to dictionary? When several dialects are considered
together in the compilation of homonyms, as in KK
and MW3, extra homonym sets or larger sets can be
produced across the dialects. For instance, two words
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which are not homonyms within either dialect A or
dialect B may become homonyms when the dialect A
pronunciation of one is compared with the dialect B
pronunciation of the other. Thus rear and rare have
different pronunciations if only the midwestern and
first variant pronunciations are compared, but the
second variant pronunciation of rear is identical to the
eastern pronunciation of rare. By removing the dialect
pronunciations from the homonym sets, two objectives
are met: (1) the ambiguity producing effects of dialects are shown, and (2) homonym disparities between ACD and KK or MW3 which result from the
inclusion of dialects are removed.
In removing dialects, some difficulty is encountered
in identifying true dialectal pronunciations. The
103SK, 104SK, 20XSK (where X is any number),
103SW, 104SW, 105SW, 30XSW, and 20XSW pronunciations (Table 2) were considered to be true
dialects by the dictionaries in which presented and
were, therefore, removed by computer program from
the homonym sets. The 'homonym comparison program
was run again on the homonyms after the removal of
the dialectal pronunciations to produce another com-
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parison table of the same form as shown in Figure 3.
The results show the expected reduction in the number
of sets containing a given word and in the number of
words that appear in homonym sets, but these reductions are not so large as was expected.
TABLE 3

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF WORDS INVOLVED IN HOMONYM
SETS, SHOWING EFFECT OF DIALECT REMOVAL
NUMBER OF WORDS
IN SET
SET DESCRIPTION
(TOTAL SET)

With
Dialects

Words forming a homonym in at least
one dictionary ................................... 2,966
Words forming a homonym in one dictionary ..............................................
746
Words forming a homonym in two dictionaries .........................................
236
Words forming a homonym in three
dictionaries .....................................
189
Words forming a homonym in four
dictionaries .....................................
290
Words forming a homonym in all dictionaries ......................................... 1,505
Words forming a homonym in SOX . .
1,754
Words forming a homonym in ACD . .
1,937
Words forming a homonym in JON . .
2,039
Words forming a homonym in MW3 .
2,600
Words forming a homonym in KK . . . 2,140

Without
Dialects
2,714
535
214
184
297
1,484
1,743
1,937
2,039
2,297
2,096

The homonym comparison tables were used to compile some statistics of homonym membership, to show
the relationships among the dictionaries. These statistics, compiled both before and after the removal of
dialects, are shown in Table 3. Note that with the
dialects removed, the number of elementary words
which are in homonym sets is reduced only about 5
per cent, from 52 to about 47 per cent. Note also that
the relationships among the various sets named in
Table 3 do not change significantly. In particular, the
ratio between the words forming a homonym in all dictionaries and the words forming a homonym in any
dictionary changes only from 0.5074 to 0.5467 when
dialects are removed. Thus, the dialects are not the
main reason for the large number of homonyms, nor
are they the major cause of discrepancies among the
dictionaries.
It is also revealing to consider the actual occurrence
of ambiguity introduced by the dialects, and because
they are not numerous we have prepared tables which
give them all. In Table 4, Part A shows all new sets
introduced by the dialect pronunciations of KK; Part B
shows all words or sets added to nondialectal homonym sets by a dialect pronunciation of KK. The starred
items were not removed by the program but seemed
to the authors to be dialect forms and were removed
later.
22
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Thus, these words add more than one member to
a non-dialectal set.
Set F.—Same as E, except a non-20X dialectal pronunciation
is responsible for the extra members to homonym
sets.
Set G.—Words in which a dialectal pronunciation causes
confusion with words already in sets B or D. Thus,
a dialectal pronunciation of chert causes the homonym set chert, chat. A dialectal pronunciation of
chad adds to the set, making it chert, chat, chad.
Set H.—New homonym sets in which two dialectal variations
combine to form a homonym group.
Set I. —New homonym sets in which two dialectal variations combine to form a homonym group, where
each of these groups has the same pronunciation as
a non-dialectal homonym set.

Summary and Conclusions
To summarize our results, an exhaustive compilation
of the homonyms of elementary words shows that a
surprisingly high percentage of these words (30 per
cent at the best, more than 50 per cent at the worst)
are homonyms. Furthermore, considerable discrepancy
in the homonym data among the five dictionaries used
has been made apparent. Neither of these results
changed significantly with the removal of the dictionary-defined dialectal vowel variations. The latest tests
show that limiting the words considered in compiling
homonyms to those with standard meanings in both
SOX and MW3 does help somewhat to even out the
discrepancies, at least among the three dictionaries KK,
JON, and ACD. Statistical results of homonyms among
double standard words are given in Table 6.
TABLE 6
NUMBER OF HOMONYM SETS AMONG
DOUBLE STANDARD WORDS
TOTAL NUMBER OF SETS
NUMBER OF WORDS_________________________________
IN A SET
MW3
KK
ACD
JON
SOX

Table 5 (pages 24 and 25) shows all the dialectal
pronunciations removed from MW3, but here we have
divided them into nine significant categories as follows:
Set A.—New homonym sets in which a pronunciation of
type 20X (where again X is any number) is involved. These reflect confusion between T and D or
S and Z sounds, which may not be strictly a dialectal phenomenon.
Set B.—New homonym sets in which a pronunciation of the
type 20X is not involved.
Set C.—Words in which a pronunciation of the type 20X
adds one to the number of homonyms in a non-dialectal homonym set.
Set D.—Same as C, except a non-20X dialectal pronunciation is responsible for an extra member of a homonym set. (Starred items were added by hand, as
in Table 6-4.)
Set E.—New homonym sets caused by a pronunciation of
the type 20X, where each of these sets has the same
pronunciation as a non-dialectal homonym set.
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2
3
4
5
6
7

......................... 709
.......................... 102
..........................
21
.........................
1
.........................
2
or more .............
0

591
87
12
1
0
1

578
66
13
0
0
1

590
86
9
1
0
1

311
31
6
0
0
0

Obviously we have not yet really accounted for the
discrepancies. Also, though reducing the size of the
data set inevitably reduces the number of homonyms,
even in this data set of non-specialized, non-foreign,
and non-archaic words, the homonyms make up a significant percentage of the words, and there is a large
number of phonetic ambiguities with which mechanized word recognition must deal.
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